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Place without expectations

Be an enabler

Create perspectives to execute ideas

12 FILMMAKERS WORLDWIDE
8 SHORT FILMS

Artistic exploration without borders helps you share and understand values, connect, and grow - the true art of survival.
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Arco Cubed - artists in collections, communities and collectives representative
ARCO CUBED - ARTISTS IN COLLECTIONS, COMMUNITIES AND COLLECTIVES presents

Räpina Paper Factory
participating artist Ingrid Allik
together with Tiina Kaljuste, Aigi Orav, Finish artists Kaisu Lundelin, Merja Vainio, Riikka Wesamaa and landscape architects group Mareld from Sweden

University of Tartu Observatory in Tõravere
participating artist Karel Koplimes

Estonian University of Life Sciences' Primeval Forest Reserve in Järvselja
participating artist Uku Sepsivart

Rivership Lonny in Taevaskoja
participating artists Sigrid Viir and Līga Spunde
Paulina Maloy
MagiC Carpets representative
Marcel Eschborn
Makers Unite representative (Chemnitz2025)
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You should help this community raise money to save the environment.
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